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ABSTRACT 

In the present work we exploit information on living conditions of individuals to build an 

estimation of their degree of need and deprivation. The information we use have often subjective 

components that help in identifying situations of need and we assume that deprivation is a latent 

variable that we estimate with IRT models on Italian data. We then relate this estimated trait to 

more objective and observable variables that thus could be used within policy actions and welfare 

programs to pinpoint situations where the estimated deprivation is high. 

JEL CODES: I32; I38; C40. 
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1. Introduction 

The measurement of poverty and the detection of situations of need and deprivation has always been a 

major concern for social scientists and policy makers: in our contribution we start from the concept of 

deprivation, something that describes a state of disadvantage relative to rest of the community (see 

Townsend 1987) and we propose a recent statistical method to identify and measure situations of 

deprivation (which we also call situations of need). In this sense we are not only referring to observable lack 

of monetary resources but we want to consider also relative aspects, accessibility to goods and services and 

subjective and psychological perceptions.  

In particular, we use Item Response Theory (IRT) to estimate a variable that captures the degree of 

deprivation and need of a household. This methodology exploits qualitative information (“items”) to 

estimate a latent variable (“trait”) that is related to the observed items: here we use qualitative data on 

living conditions to estimate the latent trait representing degree of deprivation. Previous analyses of 

deprivation that use IRT methodology are Cappellari and Jenkins (2007) and Szeles and Fusco (2013): the 

latter uses an IRT model for binary items to estimate deprivation in Luxemburg.  
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In our analysis we use Italian data on living conditions from the EU-SILC survey: in doing this we extend the 

IRT model to allow for the use of both binary and non-binary variables and we thus rely on Graded 

Response models. 

The estimation of the latent trait representing deprivation is particularly relevant from a policy point of 

view. First, welfare policies are conceived to help individuals that are actually in need and thus, a method 

that highlights these situations without relying only on income and money is particularly useful. Second, 

welfare policies have to take into account their impact on the economic behaviour and incentives of the 

recipients and this impact actually depends on the initial degree of need of recipient. This latter issue is 

particularly relevant in labour policies and unemployment insurance systems: in fact, the degree of need 

affects the job search process and interact with the presence of unemployment benefits (see Bloemen and 

Stancanelli 2001, Chetty 2008 and Corsini 2013). 

Moreover, to further provide useful policy indications, we try to relate the estimated degree of need to 

other variables that could be easily observed by a policy maker (income, wealth,  household composition). 

In fact, it would be useful to find variables that are easy to observe and that offer strong indications of 

situations of need (i.e. that are strongly correlated with the estimated degree of need). In practice, we use 

information that are hard to observe for administrative offices to assess the actual degree of need and we 

then relate it to easily observable variables. 

 

2. Statistical method 

Our aim is to assess the directly unobservable degree of need and deprivation of households through an 

Item Response Theory (IRT) model that allows the simultaneous estimation of both the households’ score 

on a need and deprivation scale and the items’ properties (van der Linden and Hambleton, 2013). 

All IRT methods rely on three principal assumptions: (i) Item responses are affected only by the latent trait; 

(ii) a change in the probability of a response is fully described by the item characteristic curve (ICC) and the 

boundary characteristic curve (BCC) for binary and graded items, respectively, that is, ICCs and BCCs show 

how the probability of a response changes given a change in the latent trait; (iii) pairwise item responses 

are statistically independent given the underlying latent trait. 

Given the data available for our study and our purposes, we focus on the Samejima’s Graded Response 

Model (GRM) (Samejima, 1996) that allows us to analyze data in their original form, without any loss of 

information due to data transformation. The GRM is specified as follows: 
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[Households] Let consider a random vector, ��, of � item responses for the �-th household (� = 1, … 	) and 

the resultant observed responses, 
� = (��, … , ���). Let denote with �� the latent trait of the �-th 

household. Latent trait is assumed to follow a standard normal distribution. 

[Items] Let consider a set of � ordinal items, ��, where each item has �� ordered categories, indexed by �. 

Hence, each item is described by �� − 1 thresholds or boundaries: ��,, … , ��,���. The probability to reach 

category � or higher increases monotonically as the latent trait grows and the boundaries satisfy the order 

constraint: ��, < ⋯ < ��,���. 

The GRM is specified with respect to the probability that the response will be observed in category � or 

higher: the probability ���� that the �-th respondent will achieve the �-th category on item � is hence 

computed as the probabilities of responding above the lower boundary for the category ( ���,�
∗  ) minus the 

probability of answering above the category's upper boundary ( ���,� 
∗  ): 

���,� = !"��� = �#��$ = ���,�
∗ − ���,� 

∗   ��~&(0,1) 

where ���,
∗ = 1, ���,�� 

∗ = 0 and ���,�
∗ = !"��� ≥ �#��$ =

exp")�*+�,�,-$

  exp")�*+�,�,-$
.  

The discrimination parameter /� represents the slope of the response functions and does not vary between 

the category responses of the same item: this guarantees the presence of non-negative probabilities. The 

boundary parameters ��,� vary within an item, according to the order constraint ��,�� < ��,� < ��,� , and 

at each level of � = ��,� the household has a probability of 0.5 of endorsing the category. 

3. Empirical analysis 

We now apply the IRT methodology to estimate the latent construct measuring the degree of need and 

deprivation using a sample of 1598 Italian households from the 2013 EU-SILC survey. The data give 

information on living conditions of households (see Table 1): all variables were recoded so that higher 

values are associated to worse conditions.  
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All items have some subjective components: even data about ownership of goods contain such 

subjectiveness, in fact individuals signal whether they were able “to afford” buying the specific good. This is 

an example of the difference between observable variables (easily obtainable by administrative offices) and 

non-directly observable variables (that only surveys can provide). 

Within our estimation, discrimination parameters reflect the capability of the items to discriminate 

between people with different levels of deprivation, whereas the difficulty and boundary parameters can 

be viewed as “challenging levels” of the corresponding item. For a given item, high values of the challenging 

parameters imply lower probabilities to observe responses in positive categories. 

We use all available items that satisfy the threes fundamental IRT assumptions mentioned above. Following 

the item selection and testing approach described in Szeles and Fusco (2013), we apply the Mokken Scale 

Procedure (MSP) where the appropriateness of the scale is measured by Loevinger’s H coefficient (see 

Hardouin et al., 2011). The Cronbach’s alpha is also computed to assess internal consistency between 

items. 

We implemented MSP and identified “Burden of debts from hire purchases or loans”  as a poor indicator of 

deprivation and we thus excluded it from the analysis. This result may be due to the fact that those having 

burden from debts were able to obtain a loan, so that their financial condition was not particularly 

problematic. Our final set of items has good scale properties (Loevinger’s H coefficient is 0.62) and internal 

consistency (Cronbach’s alpha is 0.75).    
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Our final set of items was used to estimate the latent trait score: the results of the GRM are contained in 

Table 2 and show that “Incapacity to afford one week annual holiday”, “Incapacity to face unexpected 

financial expenses” and “Ability to make ends meet” have high-specific discrimination parameters, 

representing the most informative items on deprivation. Moreover, “Ability to make ends meet” and 

“Burden of housing costs” are associated with higher probabilities of responses in higher categories (i.e. the 

estimation for their challenging levels are lower than  for the remaining items). This means that families 

having an average perception of deprivation believe that those two aspects represent the main 

consequence of deprivation. 
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4. Detecting situations of need and policy implications 

We want now to assess how the estimated score variable (the degree of need) is correlated to some easily 

observable variables and, therefore, we want to assess to which extent it is possible to identify situation of 

need (i.e. high values of the score variable) using easy observable variables. In this process we are not 

interested in any causal relationship, we simply want to highlight which variables should be looked at if we 

want to identify situations of need. This is important for welfare and redistributive policies because it gives 

direct information on which households should be aided. We will focus on the following variables: 

household gross income (total, per member and per equivalised member), poverty risk (income lower than 

40% of median), taxes on wealth (which is a proxy for wealth), ownership of dwelling, household size and 

equivalised size.  

The correlation coefficients between each of the above variables and our estimation of the deprivation 

score is reported in Table 3: variables with high correlation performs well in detecting which households to 

aid. 

 

As expected, households with lower income/resources are associated to higher degree of deprivation: 

however, the correlation is far from being large. Of all the possible observable variables, total gross income 

per equivalised member appears to be the best option to detect deprivation. On the contrary, household 

size has little correlation and should thus not be used directly to determine who should receive aid. 

As an alternative policy analysis, we assess what would be the degree of penetration of policies that aid  

households identified by certain poverty thresholds. A common convention for this is to identify poverty at 

60% of the median of variables measuring resources. Basically, we identify households to aid using 

thresholds computed from observable variables and we then check to what extent aiding them provide 

help to households truly in need according to our estimation of deprivation (i.e. identified by a threshold 

derived from our deprivation score). Results are reported in Table 4. 
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Our results signal relevant policy issues: policies that offers aid to households directly on the base of 

observable income and wealth are often ineffective (do not help a large share of households in need) and 

produce misspending (offer aid to households not in need). In general, income thresholds produce less 

effective performances but lower misspending whereas wealth thresholds are more effective but also 

induce more misspending. Interestingly, using a stringent policy where all thresholds must be met to 

receive aid produces a partial effectiveness but almost abate misspending.  

 

5. Conclusions 

We proposed a statistical procedure to measure a latent variable representing deprivation and analysed 

how it is correlated to observable variables. We applied this technique to Italian data but similar analyses 

could be developed for other countries. As for Italy, we found that the best indication for deprivation 

comes from income per equivalised member. We also have a clean cut indication that redistributive policies 

based directly on households size should be avoided. Finally, we found that delivering aid using thresholds 

based on income and wealth presents severe shortcoming as it often neglects households in need and can 

help those not in need. 
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